Manufacturing
Case Study

Sanoh UK Manufacturing Ltd
Temporary Loading Canopy
REQUIREMENT

Who: Sanoh UK Manufacturing Ltd

Sanoh Manufacturing needed a place to load

Where: Avonmouth, Bristol
Size: 30m x 15m on a 6m eave
Use: Temporary Loading Canopy
Why: Protection of products from the
weather

lorries with their automotive tubing product.
It was extremely important that the parts
were protected from the weather, therefore
not damaged. The solution was to install a
Spaciotempo loading canopy for the ultimate
all-weather protection.
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Temporary Loading Canopy
SOLUTION:
Global automotive parts
manufacturer Sanoh UK needed a
place to load large lorries with their
automotive tubing products. It was
extremely important that the parts
were protected from the weather,
otherwise they could rust. A vehicle’s
braking system is just as crucial to
a vehicle and its performance as the
engine. So, if the automotive tubing
got wet and rusted, it could become
faulty and potentially life threatening
within a car. The ultimate solution
was to install a Spaciotempo loading
canopy for all-weather protection.

This enabled protection for
all loading operations, from
unfavourable weather, so reducing
the risk of damaged products. Due
to Sanoh Manufacturing only being
able to work from a forecast to plan
the next day’s deliveries, they needed
an adaptable canopy, which would
enable even the largest of vehicles to
be loaded. So, we provided a 30m x
15m temporary canopy on a 6m eave.
Scott Jameson, Spaciotempo’s
Managing Director explains how
we were able to help Sanoh
Manufacturing with a simple cost

effective solution. “The ability
to keep products protected in all
weather conditions was extremely
important to Sanoh Manufacturing.
A temporary loading canopy on a 6m
eave meant that even the biggest
lorries can park up and load, and
Sanoh Manufacturing’s team can work
in safe, dry conditions to get the job
done without the risk of stock damage.
The flexibility of a loading bay canopy
means that you can have it configured
to suit conditions on your site – so
whether you want it with no walls, two
sides enclosed or even three, we can
do that.”

Spaciotempo is the UK’s leading expert in the design, manufacture, hire and sale
of temporary buildings to a broad range of sectors.

For advice and an immediate quote: 01889 569569

sales@spaciotempo.co.uk | www.spaciotempo.co.uk
Spaciotempo UK is a trading division of GL events UK Ltd.
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